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Pronouns: he/him/his

LEARNER - RELATOR – FOCUS – CONNECTEDNESS - SIGNIFICANCE

Place is important…
This has been a place of learning.

We are on
the ancestral,
traditional
and unceded territory
of the Musqueam People
We are on the ancestral, traditional and
unceded territory of the Musqueam
People
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REFLECT AND REPORT:
PRACTICE, PERSUADE, PROVIDE
EVIDENCE
“HOW DO YOU
TELL YOUR STORY
EFFECTIVELY?”

IT IS A CAT.
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https://timedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/kitten-report.jpg

AGENDA
How do you tell your story effectively?
1) Reflect – Practice writing your stories and developing your
strategies to build belief in yourself.
2) Report – Persuade others you may be a good fit by using a resume
and cover letter to showcase the version you want them to see
3) Report – Provide evidence of how you would be the best candidate
by aligning and complementing the content of your resume and cover
letter
Framework:
Drawing upon your own experiences as a student studying for exams (wisdom)
Connecting this to ”How to tell your story?”
Ask “How can I do things differently?” (continuous learning)
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PRACTICE - EXERCISE 1: I AM GOOD AT…

You have three minutes to write
about something that you do well.
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PRACTICE - HOW DO YOU BEGIN A STUDY SESSION?
Methods/practices
Considerations:
What could you do before you start writing for your application?
 Three minutes—write about something that you do well.
2) Incorporate movement
3) Breathing exercises
4) Music
5) Use your strengths to reflect
6) Reframe: I am not good at X.  I have only applied to five
things, so I have to practice a few things to strengthen my
application.
7) Use interview-style questions to reflect
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REFLECT – PRACTICE USING INTERVIEW-STYLE
QUESTIONS

 Tell us about yourself.
 Tell us something that you are proud of?
 Tell us about a time when you were
challenged and how you addressed it?
 What is your biggest weakness?
•
•
•

Connect your learning to what you are applying
for
Use the question “How would you do things
differently?” to aid your reflection.
Consider using your strengths from LFS 250 to answer
these questions.
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PRACTICE - HOW DO YOU HOLD YOURSELF
ACCOUNTABLE?
Methods/practices
How will you practice telling your story consistently?

1) Specific goal setting (ex. SMART goals, FAST goals)
2) Working with others
3) Practice sharing your stories
4) Seeking other sources of expertise
5) Self-directed learning (LinkedIn and Youtube etc)
As we continue, identify one specific action you want
to try out.
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PERSUADE - EXERCISE 2: PRETEND YOU ARE
Imagine a repetitive task that you have been doing for an hour
straight.
Visualize:
What you look like?
What is your mood?
How do you act?
Now, pretend you are this person, but you are on the selection
committee. Take a look at your resume and look at where you are
engaged or where you disengage.
• How engaging is your document from a committee’s perspective?
• Are you excited to meet “you”?
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PERSUADE – HOW DO YOU IDENTIFY WHAT TO STUDY?
Methods/practices
How will you practice telling your story consistently?

1) Ask questions to others
2) Follow people online
3) Carefully follow application guidelines
4) Use an inventory to understand what you do
(VSI)
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HOW DO YOU TALK ABOUT YOUR SKILLS

Technical
Skills

Professional
Skills

Traits

Attitudes

Healthy eating
practices

Communication

Work ethic

Positive

Food preparation
(Food Safe)

Critical Thinking

Passionate

Workshop
design

Problem Solving

Hardworking

Blogging
(wordpress, etc.)

Collaboration

Dedicated

Enthusiastic

Honest
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PROVIDE EVIDENCE - EXERCISE 3: VSI

Values

Strengths

Interests
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PROVIDE EVIDENCE - HOW DID YOU IDENTIFY WHAT
YOU NEEDED TO STUDY FOR A TEST?

1. Connect VSI to what you have done as evidence
of how you would be a good fit for dietetics.
2. Accomplishment statements
3. Connect 1 and 2 explicitly to the application
guidelines. Know your audience.
Remember: Unique can be engaging.
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PROGRAM GUIDELINES FOR APPLICATION

Your reasons for applying to dietetics.
Any specific professional goals you may have.
Personal attributes, skills, work/volunteer experience, and
any qualifications or highlights that speak to your
suitability for dietetics.
Any information that you feel the review committee should
be aware of in assessing your application that may not
otherwise be apparent from reviewing your application
package.
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“HOW” NOT “WHAT”
Valuable for others to understand HOW you achieved something.
For example:
“I am a good communicator.”

“Contacted a total of 50 food asset service providers for updating
information by drafting and sending email templates and talking
through phone calls professionally within 2 weeks.”
“Created an Excel sheet organizing key contacts and email
messaging to connect six times over a three week span with the
YMCA coordinator resulting in three scheduled in person meetings.”
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PROVIDE EVIDENCE - EXERCISE 4:
ACCOMPLISHMENT STATEMENTS

TINYURL.COM/LFS350STATE19
Verb + Task
Duty statement

Example:
• Prepared healthy menu items, cleaned work area and rotated
tasks with other team members
• Adhered to Food Safe standards
Verb + Task + Result
Accomplishment statement

Example:
•
Applied Food Safe standards during meal preparation and consistently
maintained clean work space during peak periods when teams of 5 were
preparing meals ready to serve to approximately 50 students.
•
Recognized with Certificate of Achievement awarded for consistent
attendance and positive attitude during volunteer shifts
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Sample Verb List
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WHY WRITE A COVER LETTER?
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Resume
• Matches you to the job
• Chronicles a timeline of your
experience that is relevant to
the role
• Describes key
accomplishments from each
role
• Communicates your value
proposition

Cover Letter
• Matches you to the job
• Previews what you might share
in your interview
• Describes a story from your past
experiences and connects the
skills and lessons learned to the
requirements of the role
• Communicates your value
proposition
• Shows more of your personality
(passions, dreams, values)
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PROVIDE EVIDENCE - EXERCISE 5: BRAINSTORM
ELIMINATION
Set a timer for 3 minutes.
Write down the first three things that come to your mind for any of the
following:
1) Why someone would go into dietetics?
2) What someone would say in the intro paragraph of a cover letter?
3) What someone would say in the last paragraph of a cover letter?
4) What experiences someone would share in the middle paragraphs?
5) What are the values of someone wanting to go into dietetics?
Done. Now look at your list.
Consider not doing any of these, unless you make it unique and engaging.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS: WRITING TECHNIQUES
Brainstorm
•

Good for generating many different ideas

•

Must not censor yourself

Mind-map
•

Illuminates connections or overlaps in content

•

Can help to organize and prioritize key areas of content

Free write
•

Helps to build the skill of translating thoughts to words

•

Useful as a daily or short term practice to “unblock” writing

Different formats
•

Examples include dialogue, poetry, metaphor, narrative, etc.
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WRITING TECHNIQUES

Brainstorm
What past experiences might be best to talk about in your
cover letter?
Mind-map
What specific stories would you want to tell?
Free write
Selecting one of those stories and then answer: what have I
gained from ______

experience that prepares me to be a

Dietitian? How will I use that in the profession?
Different formats (dialogue, poetry, metaphor, etc.)
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Cover Letter
1st paragraph:
•

Incite the employer to take interest in you
(TIP: Highlight common values, your passion/dream, the
contribution/impact you want to have through your work – show your
personality)

•

Show knowledge of the company/industry

•

Write a genuine, authentic, and tailored expression of interest

•

Include title of position you’re applying for
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Cover Letter STARR Method
Supporting 2nd/3rd paragraphs:
•

Describe your most recent/relevant experiences, highlighting how
you’ve successfully developed and displayed the key competencies of
the role in your past work

•

Use the STARR Method
• Situation: background/details on the scenario
• Task: the task you had to complete or the problem you faced
• Action: the steps you took to deal with the task or problem
• Result: the impact of your work *incorporate accomplishment
statements [ Verb + Task + RESULT ]
• Relevance: ensure the skills demonstrated or gained from the
experience relates to the position you’re applying for
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Cover Letter
4th paragraph:
•

Summarize what you know about the company or how you fit in with
this organization

•

Request an interview and thank them
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LAST ACTIVITY:

TINYURL.COM/
CSIC-CAREERLEARNING
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students.ubc.ca/career
Samples, videos, and resources
Book a session with Career Peer Coaches
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BONUS SECTION
Note: The following slides are pulled from other sources and were not used in the
workshop, but provide information to practice working on your application.
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What Is a
Value Proposition?

FOUNDATIONS
• Value proposition1

• A unique and convincing message that reflects your personal career brand and tells the employer why
they should hire you over another candidate
• Three components of a value proposition that must be addressed in your resume/cover letter:

1.

Candidate’s supporting qualifications
• Qualifications required/desired by the employer
• Education, experience, credentials, skills

2.

Candidate’s added value
• Expression of uniqueness
• Personality, future dream, expression of common values and desired contribution or impact

3.

Employer’s buying motivators

Your resume and
cover letter are
strategic marketing
documents that
communicate your
value proposition
…telling the employer
why you’re the best
person for the job!

• Value provided to the employer
• Quantitative results (increased sales, money saved, increased # of participants, etc.)
• Qualitative results (increased engagement, solved a problem, supported company’s mission, etc.)
1. Sharon

Graham, The Canadian Resume Strategist (Career Professionals of Canada, 2004), p.26.

Job Descriptions
TARGET
Show that you’ve researched
the industry/company/role in
your application documents and
interview strategy
•
•
•
•
•

Job description
Company website
WorkBC
National Occupational
Classification (NOC)
Canadian Occupational
Projection System (COPS)

TRACK

TAILOR
What are the key skills or
competencies required for this
role?
•
•

•
•

Identify at least the top 5
from the job description
Brainstorm 2-3 examples of
how you’ve demonstrated
success with each of these
in your past experience
Use your best examples in
your documents
Utilize keywords

Keep track of the jobs you’ve
applied to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Company
Hiring manager/other
contact (name & email)
Job description
Date applied
Current status
Interview notes
Other details

(TIP: Track using Excel, Word,
Evernote or a job search
tracking app)
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Employer Perspective
Imagine you are a hiring manager …
Discuss:
1.

How many applications do you think you’d receive for a single
job opportunity?

2.

How much time do you think you would spend reading each
application?

3.

What information are you looking for in a resume/cover letter?

4.

What could a candidate do to make it easier for you to say
“yes” to them?

5.

What factors in a resume/cover letter could contribute to you
ruling out a candidate?
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Employer Perspective
Elimination Factors:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generic resume or cover letter
No knowledge of company/industry
Spelling errors/typos
Unexplained acronyms
Too long
Poor readability or format
Too much or too little white space
Gimmicky (bright paper, photos, inappropriate
design)
• Dealing with humans and subjectivity
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REFLECT AND REPORT
SHARE YOUR LEARNING WITH OTHERS

LinkedIn is a place to practice this.
“Experience” section >> Edit (pencil icon) >> Media

• Practice by posting about your learning
(Linkedin.com/in/robsungryongkim)
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